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the original more closely, contain suck verses,1 the matter becomes
nearly certain. It is especially unlikely that SR, in view of its full
and leisurely reproduction of almost every detail of the original and
its penchant for stanzas, should have dropt completely all these stanzas*
not leaving the smallest trace of them.
5. Minor peculiarities of JR. — Having now dealt with the im-
portant and far-reaching differences between JR and the other ver-
sions, we shall take up some minor matters, details in which JR ap-
pears to be secondary. Tho mostly unimportant if considered sepa-
rately, in the aggregate they amount to a good deal, and if properly
understood will I think add considerable strength to my view that JR
is secondary where it is not in accord with the consensus of the other
versions,
In the first place, it is interesting to note how JR tends to avoid
the mention of brahmanistic gods, especially Qiva and Parvati. A
striking instance of this is found in the opening section, I; see below,
page xlvii. But it goes even farther than this; it rather prefers not to
mention even brahmans as a class or caste. In many cases where a
brahman appears as an actor in the narrative of the original, JR says
instead ** a man *' or something of the sort. A large number of alter-
ations of this sort are mentioned in the notes to my Composite Outline,
pages Ixvi ff. The following is a list of the most clear instances. The
figures refer to the sections of the Composite Outline and the notes
thereto.
VE, note 9. A noteworthy instance. Slaying a brahman was of
course the worst of crimes to an orthodox Hindu. JR would not
preserves a touch of the original (as indicated by its agreement with the other ver-
sions), while the prose story departs from it.
1 I believe that the above is a fair statement, altho three manuscripts of BR, be-
sides the composite S, do show a bare trace of them. The ms. L, in one other passage
at least, can be definitely proved to have been familiar with a text of JR (it refers to
Vikrama's city once as Avanti, tho all other manuscripts of all recensions except JR,
including even the composite S, are unanimous in calling it Ujjayini). This Jainising
ms» L contains garbled forms of two argumenta, those to Stories 3 and 6. The wretched
ms. Oa, on whose text it would be unsafe to base arguments of any sort, contains a
form of one of these (that to Story 3), and the good ms. Ob, in which I have not notist
any other signs of borrowing from JR, has a form of the other (that to Story 6). The
best ms. of BR, £, has nothing of the sort; neither has C. At any rate these two
occurrences in individual mss. are too sporadic, and the reasons for suspecting direct
corruptions which, have crept in from JR are too strong, to make it safe to base any
arguments on them. There is every reason to believe that the original and true text
of BR contained no traces of these argumenta; and SR and MR certainly did not.

